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1.0 INTRODUCTION and BACKGROUND 

[1] This is a decision of the Nova Scotia Utility and Review Board ("Board") in 

respect of an application dated November 24, 2014, by the Halifax Regional Water 

Commission ("HRWC" or "Utility"), for approval of amendments to its Schedule of Rates 

and Charges and Schedule of Rules and Regulations ("Application"). 

[2] HRWC provides water, including fire protection, wastewater and stormwater 

services to customers located within a specific boundary in the Halifax Regional 

Municipality ("HRM"). HRWC became a regional water utility after the amalgamation of 

the water utilities of the former City of Halifax, City of Dartmouth and the Municipality of 

the County of Halifax, in 1996. HRM transferred the operation of the Aerotech/Airport 

water system to HRWC in 2006. In 2007, HRM transferred its wastewater and 

stormwater operations, including the Aerotech/Airport wastewater facilities, to HRWC 

which resulted in HRWC becoming the first regulated water, wastewater and stormwater 

utility in Canada. 

[3] The current Schedules of Rates, Rules and Regulations for the provision of 

water, wastewater and stormwater services for the urban core and satellite systems 

("Urban Core") were approved by the Board effective July 1, 2013, for rates effective 

July 1 , 2013 and April 1, 2014. Regulation 7 of the schedules, with respect to rates for 

stormwater service, was amended by the Board in Orders dated July 8, 2014 and July 

31, 2014, to include changes effective June 11, 2014. The current Application does not 

propose changes to the rates for stormwater service. As a result of pre-hearing 

discussions between HRWC and specific parties, the Board understands that HRWC 

intends to file a stormwater rate design application this Fall. 
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[4] The Aerotech/Airport system had been operated as a stand-alone system 

with a separate rate structure. In an Order dated June 28, 2012, the Board approved 

the Schedule of Rates, Rules and Regulations for the provision of water and wastewater 

service for the Aerotech/Airport system, which was calculated in accordance with a 

settlement agreement, effective August 1, 2012 and August 1, 2013. The Board 

approved the consolidation of the Aerotech/Airport system with the Urban Core, 

effective April 1, 2015, in an Order dated November 3, 2014. The current Application 

reflects this consolidation. 

[5] In an Order dated July 9, 2014, both the current Urban Core and 

Aerotech/Airport Schedule of Rates, Rules and Regulations were amended effective 

July 14, 2014, to include the provision of Regional Development Charges ("RDC"s). 

[6] The current Application proposes increases in water and wastewater rates 

for a two year test period ("test years" or "test period") to take effect May 1, 2015 and 

April 1, 2016, to maintain the current level of service to customers, and recognize 

additions to utility plant in service and continued investments in water and wastewater 

infrastructure. HRWC's budgets and revenue requirements are developed on a "break

even" basis. The range of rate increases originally requested vary depending upon the 

size of the meter connection and the volume of water consumed. 

[7] The hearing with respect to the Application was held February 23, 2015. 

John MacPherson, Q.C., represented HRWC; John Merrick, Q.C., represented the 

Consumer Advocate ("CA"); and Annapolis Group Inc., Dartmouth Crossing 4 Master 

GP Limited, Investment Property Owners Association of Nova Scotia and Urban 

Development Institute of Nova Scotia were all represented by Robert Grant, Q.C., who 
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advised, in advance, that they would not be attending the hearing. No representatives 

for Heritage Gas Limited or Oland Brewery (Labatt Breweries of Canada) attended the 

hearing. 

[8] Board Counsel consultants included Mel Whalen, president of Multeese 

Consulting Inc. ("Multeese"), James Goldstein, Senior Fellow, Tellus Institute ("Tellus") 

and Donna Ramas, Principal of Ramas Regulatory Consulting LLC. 

[9} As part of the proceeding, information requests ("IRs") were issued, and 

responses were filed, by the various parties. 

[1 0] The Board received four letters of comment and two requests to speak. 

[·11] The Final Issues List for the Application, established after circulating a 

Preliminary Issues List for comment, included the following twelve items: 

1. Updated Cost of Service Design Manual including transitioning fire protection 
charges 

2. Recommended Rate Design (change in allocations between the base and 
consumption charges), including the concept of gradualism 

3. Five year Business Plan, including the concept of gradualism 

4. Consistency with the interim Integrated Resource Plan ("!RP"), including funding 
and the No Regrets/Unavoidable Needs Policy 

5. Projected consumption levels 

6. Treatment of pension costs in the revenue requirements 

7. Cost containment actions by HRWC 

8. Unregulated activities 

9. Revenue requirements and customer rates for water services effective May 1, 
2015 and April1, 2016, including affordability 

10. Revenue requirements and customer rates for wastewater services effective May 
1, 2015 and April 1, 2016, including affordability 

11. Schedule of Rates, Rules and Regulations for water, wastewater, public and 
private fire protection and stormwater service 

12. Stormwater Rate Design 
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[12] The effect on the overall rates for individual customers is dependent upon 

customer class, and the services provided (i.e. any combination of water, wastewater 

and stormwater). 

2.0 SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT 

[13] HRWC and the CA filed a partial Settlement Agreement dated February 20, 

2015 ("Settlement Agreement") resolving certain issues as between them. 

[14] In addition, Robert Grant, Q.C., counsel for Dartmouth Crossing 4 Master GP 

Limited, filed a letter dated February 20, 2015, indicating that his clients' issues will be 

dealt with through a separate complaint proceeding which will be filed in the near future. 

In addition, Mr. Grant advised HRWC anticipated filing a stormwater rate design 

application in the Fall for amendments to the stormwater rate design. Accordingly, his 

clients withdrew from the hearing. 

[15] The operative terms of the Settlement Agreement filed by HRWC and the CA 

are as follows: 

1. The Cost of Service Design Manual will be modified as noted in the Rebuttal 
Evidence filed by HRWC (Exhibit H-26) at pages 7 and 8. The two paragraphs which 
Mr. Rubin references at page 6 of his direct evidence (Exhibit H-13) will be removed. 

2 The Recommended Rate Design Is as proposed by HRWC in its Application {Exhibit 
H-1) modified by the proposal of Mr. Mel Whalen and accepted by the Consumer 
Advocate to maintain the existing Wastewater base charge for Year 1 (2015/16). 

3. Revenue requirements for water and wastewater services will be adjusted as follows: 

a. the pension expenses included in the revenue requirements will be based on a 
cash basis. The concept of pension expense on an accrual basis will be revisited 
at HRWC's next rate case; 

b. chemical costs will be based on the actual tender amount The results of the 
tender will be received in March and will be incorporated in the HRWC 
compliance filing; 

c. the various budget errors noted by Ms. Ramas and adjustments identified by 
HRWC will be applied to the adjusted revenue requirement; 
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d. electricity costs will be adjusted downward to reflect HRWC's 2% energy 
efficiency target provided that the related energy efficiency capital projects 
required to implement this strategy are approved by the Board; 

e. the interest rate on new debt will be adjusted to 3%; 

f. consumption levels will be as contained in the Application. 

4. A rate schedule reflecting the above changes is attached to this Settlement 
Agreement 

5. Rules and Regulations - the recommendations of Mr. Whalen in regard to revisions of 
the Rules and Regulations would be included in the revised Rules and Regulations, 
as noted in the Rebuttal Evidence of HRWC (Exhibit H-26) at pages 12 to 13. 

6. Wastewater Rebate Threshold - a Wastewater Rebate Threshold will be introduced 
for customers who utilize more than 1000 cubic meters of water annually replacing, 
the current 50% threshold found in the current Rules and Regulations, Regulation 22. 
The details in regard to this proposal are found in the Rebuttal Evidence at pages 18 
to 19. Any revenue impacts of the Board's acceptance of this proposal will be 
reflected in the compliance filing of HRWC in this proceeding 

[Exhibit H-35, Appendix A] 

[16] In response to Undertaking U-4 HRWC filed a table showing the rate 

increases by customer class implementing the Settlement Agreement versus the 

original HRWC Application. 

[Remainder of page intentionally left blank] 
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Halifax Water 

Rate Comparison (based on published Notice of Public Hearing) 
Rate Application versus Settlement Agreement 

~ombined Water and Wastewater Services per Notice of Public Hearing (Rate 
pplication) 

I 
Meter Size Existing !Proposed Rates Proposed Rates Percent 

Average Rate I Effective May 1, Effective April 1, Change 
Quarterly 2015 2016 2015116 

Unmetered 5/8' $175.78 $187.42 $196.78 6.6% 
Unmetered 3/4' $445.24 $470.ElE $499.98 5.8% 

Unmetered 1' $831.n $875.9E $938.2C 5.3% 
5/8" -15mm $175.7c $187.42 $196.78 6.6% 
3/4"- 20mrr $445.2..j $470.86 $499.98 5.8% 

1"- 25mrr $831.75 $875.95 $938.20 5.3% 
1.5"- 40mrr $1,703.32 $1,790.97 $1,900.95 5.1% 

2"- 50mm $3,889.21 $4,099.21 $4,393.56 5.4% 
3"- 80mm $8,537.73 $9,025.12 $9,699.73 5.7% 

4"- 100mrr $19,418.01 $20,923.4C $22,471.91 7.8% 
6"- 150mrr $46,372.36 $48,903.9€ $53,349.59 5.5% 
8"- 200mrr $44,606.44 $46,855.0€ $50,805.60 5.0% 

10"- 250mrr $29,108.89 $30,301.71 $32,240.01 4.1% 

Combined Water and Wastewater Services per Settlement Agreement 

Meter Size I Existing Proposed Proposed Percent I Average Rate Rates Effective Rates Effective Change 

I Quarterly lv1ay 1' 2015 April1, 2016 2015/16 

Unmetered 5/8" $175.78 $182.89 $193.59 4.0% 

Unmetered 3/4" $445.24 $462.45 $489.22 3.9% 

Unmetered 1" $831.75 $862.46 $917.18 3.7% 

5/8"- 15mm $175.78 $182.88 $193.59 4.0% 

3/4"- 20mm $445.24 $462.45 $489.22 3.9% 

1"- 25mm $831.75 $862.46 $917.18 3.7% 

1.5"- 40mm $1,703.32 $1,765.78 $1,857.44 3.7% 
r-· 

$4,285.68 3.8% 2"- 50mm $3,889.21 $4,038.52 

3"- 80mm $8,537.73 $8,889.28 $9,454.41 4.1% 

4"- 100mm $19,418.01 $20,536.56 $21,824.11 5.8% 

6"- 150mm $46,372.36 $48,198.10 $51,960.15 3.9% 

8"- 200mm $44,606.44 $46,215.97 $49,572.38 3.6% 

10"- 250mm $29,108.89 $29,943.46 $31,634.30 2.9% 

Percent 
Change 
2016/17 

5.0% 

6.2% 
7.1% 
5.0% 
6.2% 

7.1% 

6.1% 
7.2% 
7.5% 
7.4% 
9.1% 

8.4% 
6.4% 

Percent 
Change 
2016/17 

5.9% 

5.8% 
6.3% 
5.9% 

5.8% 

6.3% 
5.2% 
6.1% 

6.4% 
6.3% 
7.8% 
7.3% 

5.6% 

[Exhibit H-38, p. 20] 
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[17) With respect to cost of service, in its Reply Evidence and in the Settlement 

Agreement, HRWC agreed to implement some of the recommendations made by Board 

Counsel consultant, Me! Whalen, and theCA's consultant, Scott Rubin. 

[18] The water rate design, as filed by HRWC, is confirmed in the Settlement 

Agreement. 

[19} With respect to wastewater, the Settlement Agreement implements a 

recommendation, from Mr. Whalen, to defer an increase in the base charge until 2016-

2017. 

[20] In paragraph 3, the Settlement Agreement implements various adjustments 

to the cost of service as recommended by Ms. Ramas. The most significant change, 

pension expenses, is discussed elsewhere in this Decision. 

[21] Finally, HRWC's Rebuttal Evidence and the Settlement Agreement 

recommended a new wastewater rebate threshold for customers who utilize more than 

1000 cubic meters of water annually. This would enable large users to utilize deduct 

meters to more accurately reflect their use of the wastewater system. This appeared to 

resolve a concern raised by Oland Brewery. 

2.1 Findings 

[22] The Board is satisfied that the Settlement Agreement between HRWC and 

the CA and the arrangements between HRWC and Dartmouth Crossing are in the 

public interest and, therefore, approves both. The Board notes that the adjustments, as 

agreed to by HRWC in the Settlement Agreement and in HRWC's Rebuttal Evidence, 

reduce HRVVC's total revenue requirement in 2015-2016 by $2.5 million and, in 2016-

2017, by $2.7 million. 
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3.0 FIVE YEAR BUSINESS PLAN INCLUDING CONCEPT OF GRADUALISM 

[23] HRWC filed it first Integrated Resource Plan ("'RP") with the Board in 

October 2012. The purpose of the IRP is to provide a long term plan outlining the 

capital needs and supporting revenue requirements necessary to address the three 

strategic drivers of Regulatory Compliance, Asset Renewal and Growth. 

[24j HRWC's Five Year Business Plan 2015-2016 to 2019-2020 was developed 

in support of the Application and is included in the filing. The first two years of the 

Business Plan, 2015-2016 and 2016-2017 are the test years of the Application. The 

proposed five year capital spending ranges from $59.4 million and $78.6 million, 

respectively in the two test years, to $82.2 million in 2019-2020. The IRP average level 

of annual investments is $131 million. HRWC explained that although earlier business 

models presented a steeper increase in current levels of capital spending to reach IRP 

levels, given the current economic conditions and to avoid rate shock, a more gradual 

increase is now proposed. 

[25] In response to the Board's concerns that the gradualism proposed in the 

current Application is delaying larger expenditures to future years, Ms. O'Toole noted 

that this is not believed to be the case. She explained that the five year review of the 

IRP will include a review of both efficient capital funding and rate affordability which 

could potentially reset the path of reaching the IRP level of funding over its 30 year 

period. She added: 

... We prefer to be on the low side and we prefer to move slowly and prudently in the 
hope of finding opportunities for savings, at the same time as we're scouring for 
infrastructure funding money from other levels of government. 

[Transcript p. 61] 
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[26] HRWC filed adjustments to its proposed capital funding strategy in its 

Rebuttal Evidence to reflect revised timing of the use of funding from the ROC and 

external sources. Ms. O'Toole confirmed that the amount of capital spending for water 

and wastewater projects has not changed from that contained in the Application. 

[27] The Business Plan includes as an Appendix, HRWC's Mission, Vision and 

Corporate Balance Scorecard. In response to the IRs, HRWC provided a copy of the 

most recent Scorecard results for the first nine months of 2014-2015. During the 

hearing, Board Counsel questioned the results for a couple of the indicators for 

Workplace Safety and Security items which were significantly below target. Mr. Yates 

acknowledged that organizational improvements are required with respect to safety 

training and there are plans to hire an additional person to aid in strengthening HRWC's 

operational safety culture. 

3.1 

[28] 

Findings 

It is understood that a balance must be reached between affordable rates 

and the levels of capital spending necessary to maintain levels of service. Given this, 

the Board accepts HRWC's capital plan, including the proposed gradualism strategy for 

the test period of the Application. The Board encourages HRWC to actively pursue 

external funding sources and to continuously update and review capital needs in order 

to address its infrastructure requirements efficiently. 

[291 While the Board is mindful of Mr. Yates' comments that the current year has 

been challenging for staff time, it is noted that HRWC's Vision specifically identifies 

workplace safety and security. The Board expects that HRWC will endeavor to improve 

its safety culture to reach, and potentially exceed, its future targets. 
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4.0 CONSISTENCY WITH THE INTERIM INTEGRATED RESOURCE PLAN, 
INCLUDING FUNDING AND THE NO REGRETS/UNAVOIDABLE NEEDS 
POLICY 

[30] Mr. Goldstein provided evidence with respect to issues concerning the 

Integrated Resource Plan ("IRP") identifying two principal issues: 

• how HRWC intends to meet future capital spending requirements; and 

• how HRWC intends to fill data gaps identified in the IRP. 

[31] On the first issue, Mr. Goldstein recommended that HRWC provide an 

explanation as to how capital spending levels currently planned will meet the 

compliance asset renewal and growth challenges identified in the IRP in a timely 

manner. Mr. Goldstein raised the concern that over the 30 year IRP planning period, 

HRWC's current rate strategy would result in cumulative expenditures approximately 

$700 million less than identified in the IRP. 

[32] HRWC addressed Mr. Goldstein's concerns in its Rebuttal Evidence: 

The explanation Mr. Goldstein requests in the first recommendation is most appropriately 
provided with each IRP update. Currently, the information requested can be extrapolated 
from the Debt Strategy filed in 2012. This filing examines the IRP's requirements on 
future capital spending, various funding scenarios and rate impacts. 

While, as Mr. Goldstein notes in response to HRWC (TEL) IR-8, "Over the 30-year IRP 
planning period, HRWC's rate smoothing strategy would result in cumulative 
expenditures approximately $700 million less than the level identified in the IRP.", it 
should likewise be noted that exact infrastructure requirements over the next 30 years 
are subject to significant variability. 

Infrastructure investment requirements will vary depending on asset conditions, changes 
to future regulatory requirements, levels of service, growth patterns and population 
volumes. Required funding scenarios, and consequent rate implications will also vary 
depending upon future availability of Provincial/Federal infrastructure funding, interest 
rates, inflation, timing and amount of growth and collections of development charges. 
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The current five year capital plan addresses current asset renewal priorities, compliance 
requirements and regional growth infrastructure requirements (consistent with the 
recently approved Regional Development Charge). Rather than prematurely adjusting 
rates to address long-term infrastructure requirements (beyond the five-year capita! plan 
period), HRWC will use subsequent IRP updates (with enhanced data) to adjust funding 
plans in alignment with improving information on infrastructure investment needs. 

[Exhibit H-26, pp.3-4} 

[33] HRWC also cited several instances when the actual costs of recent asset 

additions were significantly less than original engineering estimates. HRWC 

recommended that given the 30 year timeframe of the IRP, coupled with HRWC's 

success with respect to lowering the cost of recent capital projects, an appropriate time 

to address this issue is when the IRP is reviewed and revised. 

4.1 

[34] 

Findings 

For purposes of this Application, the Board is prepared to accept HRWC's 

position to delay addressing how HRWC will meet the capital funding challenges and 

have them addressed as part of the IRP, when the IRP is reviewed and revised. The 

Board is also mindful that, once again, HRWC's ratepayers are facing substantial 

increases. Part of the Board's role is to exercise judgment in how quickly these IRP 

targets can be met as noted in the section on affordability. Having said that, the IRP is 

the principal planning guide and none of the Board, HRWC, or its ratepayers, can ignore 

the substantial funding requirements noted therein. The Board will continue to monitor 

this very closely. 

[35] Mr. Goldstein's other concern related to data gaps in the IRP and the pace 

and focus of efforts of HRWC to fill those gaps. For example, Mr. Goldstein had 

recommended HRWC develop an updated firm schedule with budgets, milestones and 

priorities for completing its efforts to fill the major data gaps. HRWC complied with that 

request in its Rebuttal Evidence. 
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[36] The Board also notes HRWC's explanations in its Rebuttal Evidence with 

respect the climate change and combined sewer outflows issues raised by Mr. 

Goldstein. 

[37] Again, the Board will continue to monitor these issues carefully. 

5.0 AFFORDABILITY 

[38] A number of Letters of Comment, including those from the Halifax Chamber 

of Commerce, Restaurants Canada and the Retail Council of Canada raised the issue 

of affordability. While certain of those presenters recognized the sizable infrastructure 

deficit HRWC is faced with having taken over the wastewater system from HRM, these 

presenters were concerned about the negative effect continual rate increases have on 

businesses. That is obviously of concern to the Board and, as noted in this Decision, 

part of the role of the Board is to balance between issues concerning affordability and 

the significant requirement for infrastructure replacement in the wastewater system. 

That was discussed more fully with HRWC in evidence: 

THE CHAIR: Okay. Okay, my last one is sort of a policy question. And the dilemma that 
you have and the dilemma that we have is your customers are telling you and they're 
telling us that they can't withstand the 7 to 10 percent rate increases every year. 

And then we're about to hear from Mr. Goldstein, who's going to tell us that 
you're falling behind with respect to the IRP and with respect to potential infrastructure 
issues, and you've, in part, answered that 

But 1 guess my question is; at a 10,000 foot level, how is Halifax Water 
reconciling those two problems? 

MS. O'TOOLE: I think I'll take first crack, if Carl Yates doesn't mind. But the two factors 
that come into play to help us reconcile those are our customer service satisfaction; we 
do annual customer surveys. 

And we have indicators of the level of satisfaction that our customers have with 
us that we can monitor, and there's no decline in that In fact, there's been a slight 
improvement this year. Secondly ---

THE CHAIR: Do you ask them about rates? 

MS. O'TOOLE: Pardon? 
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THE CHAIR: Do you ask them about rates? 

MS. O'TOOLE: Yes, we do ask them about rates. And in fact we asked a question in 
this latest survey whether people would be willing to pay more for additional measures to 
take care of the geosmin issue and what range would they be interested in paying more. 
So we do---

THE CHAIR: Maybe we should ask some of them to write us. 

MS. O'TOOLE: So we are monitoring the customer satisfaction. 

The other thing that we monitor are the operational service indicators. So 
although Mr. Goldstein is raising concerns with respect to timing of progress towards IRP 
spend, we're not seeing a significant increase in service disruptions for our customer, or 
water main breaks. So that's a thing for us to measure in terms of how our infrastructure 
is doing. 

And thirdly, our environmental regulator, the Nova Scotia Department of 
Environment, we do regular reporting to them in terms of compliance. And if our 
environmental regulator had a issue with respect to our current operations or our 
progress towards improvements, they would be informing us of it 

THE CHAIR: Okay. Some customers are saying that, you know, it's becoming too 
expensive a jurisdiction to do business in. Do you get any sense that anybody's left as a 
result of water or wastewater rates, firstly? 

And, secondly, have you ever done a comparison as to what it would cost one of 
these large malls to be on their own system as opposed to your system? 

MS. O'TOOLE: Well, we haven't done the comparison for a large mall to be on their 
system, but I know from the perspective of a residence, the cost of installing your onsite 
septic and your onsite well and your annual maintenance and then your potential 
replacement 10 years down the road, it's a better business case to be part of the core 
system. 

In addition to being more cost effective, you have the assurance of the quality 
and quantity of the product you're going to receive. So we haven't done that exercise for 
an industrial customer. We could attempt it 

Secondly, with respect to closures of accounts or the amount of account 
turnover, we haven't seen any change. And I think the Stats Canada data that's available 
for the Halifax Census Metropolitan Area shows slow steady growth of just around 2 
percent a year. 

MR. ROTHSTEIN: If I may, just a little bit of a North American perspective. 

First of all, in terms of departures of business for -- because of water and 
wastewater charges, I've worked in a number of places with substantially higher charges 
and have not seen that kind of flight So it's just not something that is -- typically you'd 
see. 

Halifax Water's current rates and the rate trajectory is low, and the trajectory is 
lower than what you're seeing nationally. Overall performance is generally superior. 
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So in terms of financial performance and where this utility is going, it compares 
very, very favourably. 

[Transcript pp. 94-98] 

[39] The reasonableness of any rate increase is a key component of any rate 

review undertaken by the Board. 

[40] However, policymakers in HRM determined to convey to HRWC 

responsibility for wastewater and stormwater services within HRWC's service territory. 

With that, HRWC has the challenge of maintaining and replacing outdated and 

neglected infrastructure, at a significant cost. 

[41] No customer of HRWC is well served if this challenge is not addressed, 

albeit with affordability constantly in mind. A failed system serves no one. 

6.0 TREATMENT OF PENSION COSTS IN THE REVENUE REQUIREMENTS 

[42] The Application included pension costs calculated on the accrual basis in the 

revenue requirements. In the past, this requirement was calculated on the cash basis. 

As explained in the Application: 

There are accrued expenses for future employee benefits (pension) as calculated under 
CPA Canada Handbook, Part II Section 3461 and included for the first time in the 
revenue requirements in this Application. 

[Exhibit H-1, p. 18] 

[43] Presently, HRWC and its employees are negotiating pension plan redesign. 

In commenting upon this Ms. Ramas also added: 

... Additionally, if HRWC transition to IFRS in accounting for pension expense, a 
substantial amount of volatility in the amount of pension expense recognized annually 
under the accrual method of accounting will result. 

[Exhibit H-11, p. 18] 

[44] In recognition of this, the Settlement Agreement adjusts the revenue 

requirement to only include pension expenses as calculated using the cash basis. 
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[45] This was explained during the hearing: 

6.1 

[46] 

Mr. Doehler: There s a !ot of uncertainty right now, investment returns, and then of 
course your negotiations. 

Ms. O'Toole: That is correct. And we were in agreement with Donna Ramas's 
suggestions that it may be best to wait until after the pension plan redesign as that may 
narrow the difference between cash versus accrual basis; and secondly, doing the IFRS 
conversion, even if we didn't convert to !FRS there are changes in pension accounting 
that are going to incur within the next year or so and impact our financial statements. 

So waiting to have the certainty on the accounting issue and the pension plan redesign 
may be wisest course. 

The Chair: Kind of the same logic you just gave us on the IRP. 

Ms. O'Toole: Correct. 

[Transcript, pp. 63-64] 

Findings 

The Board accepts that the pension revenue requirement will be based on 

the cash basis for the test years and that it will be revisited in HRWC's next general rate 

application. 

7.0 UNREGULATED ACTIVITIES 

[47] HRWC undertakes certain activities which are not regulated by the Board. 

HRWC has reviewed the cost allocation to its unregulated activities to ensure full cost 

recovery, as directed by the Board in its last general rate application ("GRA") Decision, 

and used a markup of 1% effective April 1, 2014, to recover miscellaneous expenses 

such as office supplies and photocopies, etc., in addition to the direct costs. The 1% 

markup is calculated based on the premise that the unregulated revenues are 1% of its 

total annual revenues. 

[48] The Board explored the proposed allocation to unregulated activities 

during the hearing and questioned the Utility as to why allocation to its unregulated 

activities is not based on fully loaded costs. HRWC explained: 
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MS. O'TOOLE The reason it's not fully loaded right now is we have staff in office 
buildings that are sized and set specifically to deliver our rate-regulated business. We 
haven't had any additional incremental costs, if you will, associated with us doing our 
small portion of unregulated business. If such time as we did need to, for instance, add a 
position or add a cubicle, then I think it would be appropriate for us to charge it directly to 
the unregulated and if we wanted to look at a further gross-up on the unregulated side of 
the business, it would be a very small amount because, essentially, it would be 1 percent 
or less of the rent cost, I guess, if you will, that we currently charge out to different areas 
of the operation. 

So, for instance, our facility at 450 and 455 Cowie Hill, we allocate a computed 
internal rent charge, if you will, to wastewater, stormwater, the administrative 
departments. 

MR. DHILLON: So I guess I understand that part, but do you have -- or have you 
calculated what the fully loaded costs might be. 

MS. O'TOOLE: No, we haven't. We cou!d. 

[Transcript, pp. 71-72] 

[49] In response to Undertaking U-2, HRWC provided calculations for 

allocating fully loaded costs, which included maintenance costs for two buildings. The 

proposed allocation was based on dividing the annual staff time between unregulated 

and regulated activities. This determined an allocation factor of 0.21% to allocate 

maintenance costs for these two buildings. 

7.1 

[50] 

Findings 

The Board has reviewed the information and is of the view that the cost 

allocation to unregulated activities of 1% and 0.21% seems low compared with the cost 

allocation used by other utilities the Board regulates. 

[51] The Board directs HRWC to fully explore this issue in preparing its next GRA 

application as the Board intends to pursue this issue in detail at that time. 

8.0 OTHER ISSUES 

8.1 Capitalization of Operating Expenses 

[52] The Board explored the issue of capitalization of operating expenses 

during the hearing. In response to the Board question, HRWC stated: 
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MS. O'TOOLE: We reflect all of the salaries at their gross amount in the area where the 
salary cost has occurred; for instance, engineering and information services, and then we 
would show a recovery for the amounts that are charged back to specific capita! projects. 
So what gets included in the revenue requirements would be the net amount of the 
impact in the operating budget before the salaries for those staff. 

[Transcript, p. 74) 

[53] The Board requested HRWC to provide this information for the last five 

years. HRWC provided details in its response to Undertaking U-3, noting the amount of 

annual engineering time capitalized. HRWC also noted that this amount has increased 

from 20.9% in 2010-2011 to 28.1% in 2013-2014 and is proposed to increase further to 

38.5% in 2016-2017. 

[54] The Board questioned HRWC about the composition of the amounts 

capitalized for engineering and whether they included such items as operating 

overhead. 

[55] In an email to Board staff, HRWC agreed that there are costs other than 

engineering staff time which are being charged to capital projects, but provided no 

amounts or descriptors. It is unclear from the responses as to whether these other 

costs include such items as operating overhead and whether the treatment is the same 

as it is for engineering costs. 

[56] The Board is concerned that HRWC's Application does not provide a 

complete and clear picture of its expenses and revenues. 

[57] The Board directs that in its next GRA application, HRWC is to provide 

complete details including all expenses and recoveries, allocation of operating costs to 

capital and net costs allocated to revenue requirements. The Board expects to fully 

review this information at that time. 
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8.2 Projected Consumption Levels 

[58] The Application noted that the total water consumption has been 

decreasing even with the increase of its customer base. Over the last four years, the 

average consumption has decreased by 2.7% per year and HRWC has assumed a net 

yearly water consumption reduction of 3% in the test years. 

[59] The Board understands that the reduction of water consumption, due to 

various reasons, is not unique to HRWC, and mature utilities are experiencing a 

decrease in water consumption. There was little discussion of proposed consumption 

levels during the hearing and the Board accepts the water consumption levels proposed 

for the test years in the Application. 

8.3 

[60] 

Cost Containment 

In its last GRA Decision, the Board directed HRWC to file a report on its 

efforts to contain operating costs. HRWC filed its report with the Board in September 

2014, identifying about$2.8 M of savings in 2013-2014. 

[61] The Board appreciates receiving this report and HRWC's initiatives to 

contain its operating costs. The Board considers it important that HRWC does an 

ongoing review of its costs to ensure rate increases are appropriate. 

[62] The Board directs HRWC to file annual reports of its efforts to contain 

operating costs of the Utility. This report is to be filed annually, no later than June 30 of 

each year. 

8.4 Halifax Regional Municipality ("HRM") Water Rate Charge 

[63] The Board has inspected recent bills issued by HRWC and notes a new line 

item entitled "HRM Right-of-Way". The Board is aware that HRWC is collecting this 

right-of-way charge on behalf of HRM at the request of HRM. However, this is not a 
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Board ordered charge. The charge appears under the heading "Detail of current 

charges" leaving the impression it is a charge authorized by the Board under the Public 

Utilities Act. HRWC is directed to segregate that charge and enter it elsewhere on the 

bill clearly identifying that this is a levy being collected by HRWC on behalf of HRM. 

9.0 SUMMARY OF BOARD FINDINGS 

[64] The Board approves the Settlement Agreement. 

[65] The Board accepts HRWC's capital plan, including the proposed gradualism 

strategy for the test period. 

[66] The Board expects HRWC will endeavor to improve its safety culture to 

reach, and potentially exceed, its future targets. 

[67] The Board accepts HRWC's position on delaying, until a review of the IRP, 

how it will meet future capital funding challenges. This also includes the need to 

address climate change and combined sewer outflow issues. The Board will continue to 

monitor these issues carefully. 

[68] The Board accepts that the pension revenue requirement will be based on 

the cash basis for the test years and that it will be revisited in HRWC's next GRA. 

[69] The Board directs HRWC to fully explore the cost allocation to unregulated 

activities in the preparation of its next GRA. 

[70] The Board directs that in its next GRA, HRWC is to provide complete 

details including all expenses and recoveries, allocation of operating costs to capital and 

net costs allocated to revenue requirements. 

[71] The Board accepts the water consumption levels proposed for the test years 

in the Application. 
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[72] The Board directs HRWC to file annual reports of its efforts to contain 

operating costs of the Utility. This report is to be filed annually, no later than June 30 of 

each year. 

[73] HRWC is directed to segregate the HRM right-of-way charge and enter it 

elsewhere on the bill clearly identifying that this is a levy being collected by HRWC on 

behalf of HRM. 

[74] The Board orders HRWC to file a Compliance filing implementing the 

changes noted in this Decision including updated chemical costs (as noted in the 

Settlement Agreement) on or before April21, 2015. 

[75] An Order will issue following receipt of the Compliance filing. 

DATED at Halifax, Nova Scotia, this 14th day of April, 2015. 

Peter W. Gurnham 

Kulvinder S. Dhillon 

///~ ~ ~· 
/// ~. oehler 
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